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Internal displacement is a major humanitarian and security issue. Today there are far more
internally displaced persons1 (IDPs) than refugees in the world. By the end of 2016, 40.3 million
people were internally displaced by conflict and violence across the world, and an unknown
number of IDPs remain displaced.2 This unprecedented scale of internal displacement in
recent decades has led to the creation of international frameworks for the protection of IDPs
and for the regulation of responses to internal displacement crises.3 More recently, resilience,
an increasingly popular policy framing for humanitarian interventions, has become an
important component of humanitarian interventions and it has made its way into responses
to internal displacement in countries like Iraq. Iraq has the world’s sixth highest rate of forced
displacements in the world today and third highest number of IDPs.4 Internal displacement in
Iraq is primarily conflict-related and has a long and layered history as a result of Iran-Iraq War
in the 1980s, sectarianised militarisation, violence and counter-insurgency operations since
the intervention in 2003,5 and the rise of the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (also known as
Daesh). As of June 2017, more than three million Iraqis live in a state of displacement.6 This
policy brief offers an assessment of the concept of resilience as an international policy frame.
While appreciating the potential of resilience as influential and potentially radical in many
areas, I argue that it offers a simplistic understanding of the causes of gendered vulnerabilities
in conflict-related displacement, at least, in the context of Iraq.
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Resilience is a widely discussed concept in both
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actors that render internally displaced women and
girls vulnerable.
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and girls vulnerable.

the existence of other equally “optimal”
behaviours and practices at community level.
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Although cultural norms have socio-economic
implications such as a lack of skills, illiteracy, limitations
to educational attainment and barriers to employment,
these norms are too vague to capture specific gendered
vulnerabilities of internally displaced women in Iraq.

Resilience policies
in Iraq and
vulnerabilities of
internally displaced
women and girls
The resilience of displaced communities
in countries like Iraq has recently become
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21	My conversations with local civil society
organisations supporting female IDPs in
the Kurdistan Region of Iraq revealed that
the tactics women use to be resilient and
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were conducted as part my research
on humanitarian response to internal
displacement in the Kurdistan Region of
Iraq, which will be completed in early 2019.
22	United Nations High Commissioner for
Refugees, 3RP Regional, Refugee &
Resilience Plan 2017-2018 in Response to
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(UNHCR, 2017), https://reliefweb.int/sites/
reliefweb.int/files/resources/3RP-RegionalStrategic-Overview.pdf
23	United Nations Development Programme,
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Programme, 2014-2017 (UNDP, 2014), http://
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reliefweb.int/report/iraq/un-women-andoxfam-share-results-iraq-gender-andconflict-analysis-study-inform
24	UNDP, Iraq Crisis Response and Resilience
Programme, 23.
25	Inter-Agency Team, Understanding the
Information and Communication Needs
Among IDPs in Northern Iraq (UNOCHA,
UNHCR, World Vision International,
Internews, IOM and the Norwegian Refugee
Council, 2014), https://www.alnap.org/
system/files/content/resource/files/main/
understanding-the-information-andcommunication-needs-of-idps-in-northerniraq.pdf

to capture specific gendered vulnerabilities

as IDPs might seek unofficial paths in their

of internally displaced women in Iraq.

effort to reach safety. Some civil servants

Particularly the idea that through economic

exploit this system by imposing registration

empowerment these cultural impediments

and documentation fees arbitrarily.28

can be overcome is unrealistic because it
overlooks the more crucial barriers that

Another institutional practice that creates

create gendered vulnerabilities for women in

gendered vulnerabilities for female Iraqi IDPs

the first place. These barriers and challenges

is counter-terrorism laws and policies. Men

derive from institutional, procedural and

and boys are likely to be detained or arrested,

legal practices and facilities on the ground

under Article 4 of Iraq’s Anti-Terrorism Law,

developed and implemented by national

sometimes randomly in IDP sites and crowded

and international authorities in Iraq.

places like food distribution spots.29 They can
have their access blocked to some locations

For instance, for the management of the

by government officials or armed groups

movement of peoples and the processing of

depending on their tribal affiliation, location

services in Iraq, IDPs need to register at the

of origin or destination, and religion or sect.30

Ministry of Migration and Displacement with

As a result, men do not carry identification

proof of identity in the form of nationality

with them, they often stay behind when their

certificate, civil ID card, housing card or food

family relocates or they do not go to public

ration card. This is necessary to receive help

spaces to provide for their family’s needs.

and support, and to access services such as

These gendered impacts on male IDPs affect
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health, education, food rations and welfare.

their female relatives. For instance, if a male

Local and international humanitarian

family member is arrested under Article 4,

organisations can only help those who are

women may not be given a housing card

registered through the Ministry. However,

under their own name.31

most of these identifications bear the name
of the male head of household. If women

Security measures for IDPs on the move and

and girls have no male relative accompanying

in camps or camp-like settings are often

them, they may not be able to access these

insufficient and they do not always address

basic essential services.

women’s and girls’ concerns over safety and
security. Water sources, hygiene facilities,

26 Julia St. Thomas King and Dennis Ardis,
“Identity Crisis? Documentation of the
Displaced in Iraq”, Humanitarian Practice
Network, October 2015, https://odihpn.org/
magazine/identity-crisis-documentation-forthe-displaced-in-iraq/
27	IOM, Gendered Perspective, 23.
28	Ahmed Hassin and Mays Al-Juboori,
Humanitarian Challenges in Iraq’s
Displacement Crisis (Ceasefire Centre for
Civilian Rights and Minority Rights Group
International, 2016), 8, http://minorityrights.
org/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/MRGreport-A4_english-DECEMBER-2016_WEB-2.
pdf
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Moreover, once relocated in a governorate,

and food distribution spots are not designed

IDPs also require security clearance to be

in a way that enable women’s easy access.

eligible to receive support and to be able to

Distribution sites and service centres, such

access services provided by the government

as maternity services, can be far from the

and humanitarian organisations. However,

camp. Women may not want to take the

this can be risky. For example Sunni IDPs are

risk of travelling far from the camp and so

usually anxious about not getting security

sometimes exchange or sell part of their

clearance in a Shi’a majority area. As a

rations for help in collecting basic goods

result, reportedly, Sunni men may remain

such as food or fuel.32 There are issues with

in conflict areas rather than go to Shi’a

the frequency of security patrols and the

majority areas in the South, and send their

availability of lights in camps and informal

29	IOM, Gendered Perspective, 17.

families to seek refuge instead. This leads to

settings. This increases the risks women

30	Ibid., 17; Lahib Higel, Iraq’s Displacement
Crisis: Security and Protection (Ceasefire
Centre for Civilian Rights and Minority
Rights Group International, 2016), 12,
http://minorityrights.org/wp-content/
uploads/2016/04/CEASEFIRE-report_
ENGLISH_march-2016_210x297mm_WEB.pdf

livelihood deprivation of internally displaced

encounter when they need to leave their

families and increases the number of female-

location to provide for their needs.33 Women

led households. The sponsorship system,

lack privacy in shared inhabitation such as

basically the requirement of a sponsor for entry

tents or shelters, latrines and showers do not

to some of the governorates in Iraq, leads to

always have lockers. Almost half of the groups

31 King and Ardis, “Identity Crisis?”.

similar outcomes. This system limits the IDPs

studied in an International Organization for

32	IOM, Gendered Perspective, 20.

ability to move, creates huge blockages of

Migration report in 2016 lacked segregated

33	Ibid., 28.

IDPs and increases the risk of exploitation

latrine facilities, 64 per cent of the shared

27

latrines did not have locks and 54 per cent

heavily on the communities and identifies

of the groups used unsegregated shower

cultural norms and economic factors as

facilities with no locks.34 These conditions not

the source of vulnerabilities. However,

only create discomfort and anxiety, and limit

wider institutional and practical regulations

women and girls’ access to basic facilities,

and rules developed and implemented by

but they also increase women’s exposure to

national and international authorities play

risk and violence, leading to their isolation.

a much bigger role in rendering IDP women
in Iraq vulnerable. This is not to say that a

Criminal activities and corruption also

resilience approach is without any merit but

create significant gendered vulnerabilities.

to emphasise the need to carefully consider

Trafficking networks, including state

limitations and assumptions inherent in

officials at all levels of government, various

the resilience policy framework when

individuals and armed groups, use female

operationalising it on the ground.

IDPs and refugees in camps in sex and human
trafficking.35 Thousands of female IDPs and

These conclusions would have implications on

refugees became sex workers in the first

other conflict-related internal displacement

three years after the 2003 intervention.36 In

cases such as in Syria, Yemen, Libya,

addition, children, boys and girls, are forced to

South Sudan and Somalia, where similar

leave school to help their family in household

international policy framings around resilience

chores or earn money elsewhere. This exposes

influence responses. In these cases, people

them to serious exploitation, bad working

have been exposed to complex and localised

conditions, begging, emotional and physical

conflict processes and protracted and

abuse and distress, and potential recruitment

layered displacements. Moreover, similar

of boys by armed groups. Child marriage for

to the Iraqi case, national and international

girls has significantly increased among IDPs

actors responding to these crises are mainly

mainly due to financial difficulties.

considered as the implementers of solutions

37

on communities, rather than as sites of
Lastly, women have less access to information

solutions and transformation themselves.

compared to men about security alerts, legal
advice, dates and times of food distribution,
available services, such as maternity services,
and other information. This is mainly caused
by their isolation in their settings. They also
do not have the means to communicate.
Unlike men in the household, women usually
do not own mobile phones, which is a key
source of information for IDPs.38 Women
also are more likely to face linguistic and
literacy barriers. 91 per cent of IDP camp
committees in Iraq lack female participation.39
This results in women and girls’ needs and
concerns to be mostly overlooked in camp
committees, which makes it likely for local
and international humanitarian organisations
to also overlook these needs.
An examination of the case of female Iraqi

34	Ibid., 27.
35	United States Department of State,
Trafficking in Persons Report 2016,
(Washington D.C.: US Department of
State Office of the Under Secretary for
Civilian Security, Democracy, and Human
Rights, 2016), 207, https://www.state.gov/
documents/organization/258876.pdf
36	Cynthia Enloe, Nimo’s War, Emma’s War:
Making Feminist Sense of the Iraq War
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2010).

IDPs shows that resilience policy framing

37	IOM, Gendered Perspective, 32.

in humanitarian responses to the internal
displacement crisis may not lead to expected

38	Inter-Agency Team, Understanding the
Information and Communication Needs
Among IDPs.

outcomes as it places the solutions too

39	IOM, Gendered Perspective, 27.
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Policy recommendations
• C arry out perception
assessments among
displaced communities
and women, as done by
the UNDP’s strategy in
Iraq, but accompany
this with an analysis at
the institutional level
to identify practical,
institutional and legal
factors that create
gender vulnerabilities.

• Redefine resilience
and vulnerability for
each context without
essentialising gender,
gendered vulnerabilities
and gender norms.
Women are vulnerable
not only because
cultural norms in
society hinder them
from participating in
public economic and
political life. It is crucial
to understand female
IDPs own conceptions
of vulnerability and
resilience in order
to generate effective
resilience policies.

• Ensure, maintain and
further strengthen the
emphasis on institutions,
state capacity and
responsibilities
of national and
international authorities
in developing resilience;
do not tilt the balance
too heavily towards
communities and their
responsibilities.
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